
 
Advanced Walking Foot Quilting 

Supply List 
Carol Wilhoit – carolquilts123@gmail.com 

 
Extend your repertoire of walking foot quilting skills and patterns in this class, designed for those who 
have previously taken Walk the Walk or are experienced in quilting with the walking foot.  Samples 
made in class will include joining lines of stitching invisibly (for those times when your bobbin has run 
out or you’ve needed to remove stitches), matchstick quilting, radiating lines, square spirals, echoed 
curves, using freezer paper to get the border design just right, and using your piecing design to quilt 
grid designs with little or no marking. 
 
You will need a sewing machine with a walking foot, dual feed or even feed foot for this class. 
 
Quilt Sandwich 
• Prior to class, prepare and mark one 27” quilt sandwich.  It is easier and more accurate to mark the 

top before it is layered with batting and backing.  Having the top marked will give you more stitching 
time in class. 

o The top should be a light colored solid or near-solid fabric so that you can easily see the 
markings.   

o Each sandwich should be made of two layers of fabric with a layer of cotton or 
cotton/polyester batting in the middle.  The sandwiches may be pin-basted with a few safety 
pins or may be spray basted.    

o Directions for marking are at the end of the supply list. 
• I suggest that you bring an additional small quilt sandwich for testing tension, stitch length, etc. 
Thread 
• One spool of thread and one bobbin will be adequate for class.   

o Polyester embroidery thread (size 40 – such as “trilobal polyester,” Isacord, or Superior 
Magnifico) works well.  40 or 50 weight cotton thread (such as Aurifil) also works well. 

o For the bobbin, use thread in a similar color.  This can be the same thread that you use on 
top, or a lighter weight cotton or polyester 50 weight thread that you would use for normal 
piecing or sewing. 

o I suggest using thread in a color that is medium in value, and shows up well on your quilt 
sandwich. 

Other supplies 
• Small scissors or thread snips 
• Ruler (6”-12”long) 
• Sewing machine, with a bobbin, foot pedal and cord.  If your machine has a knee lift, bring it. 
• Walking foot for your machine, with any accessories that came with the foot.  As an alternative 

to a walking foot, a machine with dual feed is also fine. 
• Sewing machine needles:   

o Use a new needle.  While almost any needle will work for class, I suggest a 90 Topstitch 
needle for 40 weight thread or an 80 Topstitch needle for a 50 weight thread. 

• Marking tool:  Pencil, washout marker, or Frixion pen that shows up clealy on your fabric 
• Instruction manual for your sewing machine 

 
OPTIONAL supplies – bring these if you have them.   

• Machine quilting gloves 
• Thread stand 
• If you have a large plexiglass portable table for your sewing machine, bring it.  The larger your 

flat sewing surface, the easier it is to quilt!   
 
 



 
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED BUT NOT ESSENTIAL 
 
WALK book by Jacquie Gering  
 
 
 
Marking the quilt sandwich:  
(Also see attached diagram.) 
 
For the quilt top, start with a 27” square of a light-colored solid or near-solid fabric for the top.  You will 
also need batting and backing that are 27” square.  Mark the quilt top as follows before layering the 
quilt sandwich and basting it together.  You may pin baste or spray baste. 
 
The SPACES are assigned letters to make it easier to provide directions.  DO NOT label the SPACES 
with their letter as you will be quilting in each of the spaces. 
 

1. Mark the quilt top, using a sharp pencil, Frixion pen or blue washout marker.   
2. Mark a 20” square, roughly centered on the quilt top, with a space of at least 3” between each 

outside edge of the square and the edge of the quilt top.  Near the edges of the fabric (not the 
edges of the 20” square), label the four sides LEFT, RIGHT, TOP and BOTTOM. 

3. Inside the 20” square, draw a line 7” away from the LEFT edge.   
a. Divide this space into one square 7” x 7” (Space A) and one rectangle 7” x 13” (SPACE 

B). 
4. Inside the 20” square, mark a line 7” away from the RIGHT edge.   

a. Divide this space into one square 7” x 7” (SPACE C) and one rectangle 7” x 13” (SPACE 
D). 

5. There is now a 6” x 20” rectangle in the middle of the square.  Divide this rectangle into three 
sections:  two 6” squares (SPACES E and F) and one rectangle 6” x 8” (SPACE G). 

6. On all four sides, mark 2” borders outside the 20” square.  This will create a 24” square, with an 
inch or so of fabric on each side outside the marked square. 

7. Do not add markings to the left and bottom borders. 
8. In SPACE B (7” x 13”), SPACE C (a 7” square) and SPACE F (a 6” square), mark the space into 

1” squares.  It will probably be easiest to draw lines 1” apart in one direction, and then lines 1” 
apart in the other direction.  (If your spaces are not exactly 1” square, that is okay – just make 
them as close as you can.) 

9. In the top and right borders, mark the border in 1” squares.  You may find that it is easiest to first 
draw a long line dividing the 2” border into two 1” wide spaces, and then divide the 1” wide 
spaces into 1” squares.  If the 1” squares are not exactly 1” in size, this will not be a problem – 
just make them as close as you can.   

 
Note that in many pieced quilts, the piecing design can be used for quilting, and would eliminate most 
of the marking. 
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